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LIFE4HeatRecovery demonstrates the recovery of urban waste heat available at low
temperature in highly efficient district heating and cooling networks operated at
conventional or low temperature.
This is done by means of heat pumps used either at heat recovery or heat utilization
sides, with a focus on prefabricated solutions.

Objectives & Scope



Subject of demo cases:
- Cooling towers foundries / steel mills
- Server cooling in a data center

Other relevant low-temperature sources already used in the considered networks:
- Water wells (open loop ground source energy)
- Dismissed mines (first as source, then as long-term energy storage)

Considered waste heat cases



Waste heat recovered and used:
- Italy: steel mill, 180 kW, neutral-temperature network
- Denmark: 2 data centers, 10-100 kW range, high-temperature network
- The Netherlands: in progress, neutral-temperature network

Expected results:

→ Innovative prefabricated skids including HPs
→ Financing schemes
→ Business models

Prefabrication is expected to be crucial to lower costs and installation times, while at
the same time increasing replicability and trust form involved companies

Demonstration sites and related activities



Examples of demo case: Ospitaletto
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Examples of demo case: Aalborg

Hydraulic skid

Thermal skid 20-30 kW
80-120 MWh/y
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University data 
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Examples of demo case: Heerlen



While technology (heat pumps, prefabrication) has a key-role, in order to widely
spread this approach the project aims to consolidate:
→ Business models and trading schemes (multiple renewable sources can make

pricing more complex); hence also…
→ Financing schemes (investment needs support); which in turn calls for…
→ Risk analysis (to increase investor and operator confidence).

The project also pursues simulations and advanced control solutions, as a means to
support the design of these strongly flexible and dynamic systems.

Finally, GIS-based databases will be built, in order to foster the efficient realization of
feasibility studies in the sector, with a quick identification of potential sources.

Beyond equipment



GIS tools for heat source localization
OpenStreetMap

Mall in Aalborg New swimming pool 
in Heerlen

Hospital in Aalborg



Examples of network simulations
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Expansion scenarios, Ospitaletto
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